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ABSTRACT

This thesis compares the amount of light collected per unit 

surface area by various concentrating solar collectors. Computer models 

have been developed for each. The tabular examples presented herein 

are for 35° latitude. Only optical losses due to the collector 

geometry are included. The types of collectors analyzed are fully 

tracking paraboloid, fixed spherical bowl. North-South tracking para

bolic trough. General Atomics-Russell, and fixed mirror (Winston or 

cusp). The collectors have utilization factors of 1.00, 0.60, 0.81, 

0.62, and 0.75 respectively (normalized to the mirror utilization of the 

fully tracking paraboloid and neglecting shadowing by nearby struc

tures) . Assuming that the collectors will be shadowed when the sun is 

less than 20° above the horizon, the utilization factors, again 

normalized to the fully tracking paraboloid, are 1.0, 0.63, 0.86,

0.67, and 0.81, respectively.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The field of solar energy is a diverse one, and many schemes 

have been concocted to put the sun to work. Among the man-made solar 

energy converters are the photo-thermal collectors. These may be di

vided into two categories, concentrating and nonconcentrating. The 

latter category consists mainly of flat plate collectors that are 

optically uninteresting. The former category, however, consists of 

collectors that either focus the sun's rays along a line or to a point, 

and some that concentrate without really focusing. These are the 

collectors that will be discussed herein.

Of the myriad of possible collector forms, those in current use 

are limited to a few; chiefly, the fully tracking paraboloid, the 

fixed spherical bowl, the parabolic trough, the General Atomics-Russell, 

and the fixed mirror (see Fig. 1). The fully tracking paraboloid is 

the shape of a parabola rotated about its axis, and it must be pointed 

so that its axis is constantly pointed toward the sun. The fixed 

spherical bowl is a spherical cap that may be further truncated by 

cropping the southern-most portion to allow the entry of more light in 

the winter. Since spheres have no axis, the bowl can remain fixed. 

However, the receiver, which takes the form of a rod passing through 

the center of curvature of the sphere, must be pointed so its axis is 

pointed at the sun in order to collect the maximum amount of insolation



F U L L Y  T R A C K I N G  P A R A B O L O I D  
( F T P )

F I X E D  S P H E R I C A L  BOWL 
(U A B C )

P A R A B O L I C  TROUGH C O L L E C T O R  
( P T C )

GENERAL A T O M I C S - R U S S E L L  
( G A R )

F I X E D  M IR R O R  COL L E C T O R  
( FMC)

Fig. 1. Collectors Studied for Comparative Analysis



attainable. Parabolic trough collectors are simply troughs with a 

parabolic cross section. They produce a line focus, so it is necessary 

for them to track only in one dimension, either North-South or East-West. 

Of these, the North-South tracking configuration is more common, so 

it has been singled out for analysis. The General Atomics-Russell 

collector virtually defies description. It consists of many thin 

strips of mirrors mounted on a cylinder and tilted so that they con

centrate the sun's rays along a linear receiver that must move along 

the opposite side of the cylinder to track the sun. Fixed mirror 

collectors come in many varieties; for example, the compound parabolic 

cusp or Winston collector, the Trombe-Meinel cusp, and the Veinberg 

cusp, to name a few. For a more complete discussion see Meinel and 

Meinel (1977). It was considered to be beyond the scope of this inves

tigation to analyze each of these collectors and many others indi

vidually, so they were all assumed to be roughly similar for the purpose 

of comparison to the collectors listed above.

All of the previously mentioned collectors are reflecting in 

nature. This is because refracting collectors are quite rare in the 

photo-thermal field due to high cost and technology lag. As was men

tioned before, the collectors analyzed do not amount to an exhaustive 

study, but they are representative.



CHAPTER 2

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The question of viability of collectors is basically an eco

nomic one, so it is to this aspect that the study was addressed. With 

reflective concentrating collectors, there is always a tradeoff between 

the cost of mirror surface and tracking systems, and this tradeoff 

is important in determining the type of collector that is best suited 

for a given application. Mirrors, in mass production, cost roughly the 

same amount per unit of area no matter what shape they come in. This 

means that the amount of light collected per unit of mirror surface is 

a critical factor in economic determinations. Since it is obvious 

that a designer would like to maximize the amount of light collected 

per unit of mirror surface, or mirror utilization, it wcruld seem that 

all applications would use a fully tracking paraboloid that has the 

highest possible utilization factor. However, here the tradeoff comes 

into play, as the fully tracking paraboloid also has the most compli

cated tracking system and therefore is the most expensive. So the 

designer sacrifices something in mirror utilization to bring down the 

cost of tracking. In order to obtain the proper balance in this trade

off, it is necessary to know the mirror utilization factors of the 

various types of collectors, and that is the problem to which this 

paper is addressed.
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CHAPTER 3

DISCUSSION OF COMPUTER MODELS

The ensuing chapter contains the mathematics of the computer 

models. The geometry of each collector is discussed, and the basic 

equations from which the computer programs were written are included.

The actual programs are included in Appendix A.

The insolation model was based on the equation (Meinel and Meinel,

I(Z) = I0 e'c(secZ) (1)

where

I(Z) = the instantaneous solar irradiance 

Iq = the exoatmospheric solar irradiance 

c = 0.357 (an empirical constant)

Z = the zenith angle of the sun 

s = 0.678 (an empirical constant).

Obviously this yields an instantaneous irradiance, but since 

only comparisons were made and no measurable quantities were calculated, 

no attempt was made to integrate over time. Instead, hourly calcula

tions were made, and the product of the geometrical area of the col

lector and the insolation was summed. For the calculations assuming 

no shadowing, the sum went from Z = 0 to Z = 90°. For the calculations 

assuming low sun-angle shadowing, the sum went from Z = 0 to Z = 70°.

This calculation was made for each of three solar declinations corre

sponding to summer solstice, equinox, and winter solstice. In the



computer printouts these sums are listed under "Summer," "Equinox," 

and "Winter," respectively. A yearly insolation total was listed 

under "Total" and this number divided by the collector surface area 

was listed under "Utilization."

Given sufficient interest and computer time, the model could be 

improved by including local insolation data and integrating with a 

smaller time interval. In addition, it might be useful to make monthly 

calculations rather than just at equinox and the two solstices. Since 

both of these calculations will be affected by local conditions, they 

were deemed unnecessary for a general comparison.

The fully tracking paraboloid is the simplest collector geo

metrically, and also the basis for comparison of the other mirrors, so 

it shall be the first discussed. It is a figure of revolution (see 

Fig. 2). Given its focal length and diameter, the surface area is a 

simple integral

FOCAL LE N G T H

L ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  D I A M E T E R   J

Fig. 2. Fully Tracking Paraboloid.



where

S = surface area

x = radial coordinate of generating parabola 

d = diameter of paraboloid 

f = focal length of paraboloid.

Solar insolation is always normally incident on the paraboloid, 

so a circular aperture is presented with area

A = Trd2/4 (3)

where

A = geometrical area of paraboloid 

d = diameter of paraboloid.

The analysis of the fixed spherical bowl is by far the most dif

ficult of the collectors considered. The collector is a sphere of 

radius r described by the equation

x2 + y2 + z2 = r2. (4)

The axes were set with z in the meridional plane and a rim angle, 0, 

defined such that

z < -r cos0 (5)

(see Fig. 3a). Then a plane parallel to the y axis was introduced with
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Z E N I T H
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^  A R E A  OF
SEE THROUGH'
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(b) (c)
Fig. 3. Geometry of a Fixed Spherical Bowl.
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(d)

(e)

Fig. 3. Continued.
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Fig. 3. Continued.
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inclination £ which intersects the x axis at b. This further defined 

the collector surface with

X 5 az + b (6)

where a = -tan£. Finally, the bowl was tilted such that the z axis 

made an angle of <#> with the vertical, while remaining in the north-south 

plane.

To calculate the insolation, it was noted that the intersection 

of a plane with a sphere is a circle, and when a circle is viewed at 

some arbitrary angle from the normal, it appears as an ellipse. Since 

the sphere of the collector is intersected by two planes, the relevant 

segment of each ellipse is treated separately. The segment of the 

ellipse in the plane z = -r cos6 is called area A, and the other segment 

area B (see Fig. 3b). Normally, the sum of areas A and B is the effec

tive collector area. However, when the declination of the sun is posi

tive, and the sun is near the horizon, some insolation can pass through 

area A and still not be collected (see Fig. 3c). To calculate this 

"see-through" area as it is called requires the solution of a quartic 

polynomial and two elliptical integrals. Since the light loss due to 

this effect is less than the amount of variation that would be intro

duced by including local insolation data, the effect is neglected. If 

it is desired to make an exact calculation with known insolation data, 

it would probably be desirable to include the extra steps.

To find area A, the area of the circular segment is first cal

culated
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ASA = 7rrA2 " rA 2 cos-1 + f(rA 2 - f2)^ (7)
where

AgA = the useful area of the segment 

r^ = R sin0 = the radius of the segment 

R = the radius of the bowl 

0 = the rim depression angle 

f = b - aR cos0 (see Fig. 3d).

The area of this circular segment is then multiplied by the cosine of 

the angle of incidence to obtain the area of the elliptical segment.

The cosine of the angle of incidence is

cosi^ = sin (A - <j>) sin<5 + cos (A - <|>) cos6 cost (8)

where

iA = the angle of incidence of area A 

A = site latitude 

4> = collector tilt 

6 = solar declination 

t = hour angle (degrees from noon).

Area B is more complicated. First, the effective radius of the 

segment is found (see Fig. 3e)

rB = [R2 - b2 (a2 + l y S ' 2 (9)

where

rg = the effective radius of the segment 

R = the radius of the bowl 

a = the slope of the plane



b = the x intercept of the plane.

Then the area of the circular segment is (Fig. 3d)

ASB = rB2 cos-l(g/rg) - g(rB2 - g2)^ (10)

where

Agg = the useful area of the segment

Tg = the effective radius of the segment

g = b cose; + R cosB esc?

b = the x intercept of the plane

? = the angle the plane makes with the x axis

R = the radius of the bowl.

The area of the circular segment is then reduced to the area 

of an elliptical segment by multiplying by the cosine of the angle 

which is

cosig = sin [X - ((}> + ?)] sin6

+ cos[X - (<j> + ?)] cos<5 cost (11)

where

ig = the angle of incidence of insolation on area B 

X = the site latitude

<j> = the collector tilt

? = the angle the plane makes with the x axis

6 = the solar declination

t = the hour angle of the sun.

Finally, the instantaneous irradiance is given by
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where

E = the instantaneous energy collected 

I(Z) = the instantaneous irradiance 

AgA = the area of circular segment A

Agg = the area of circular segment B

ig = the solar angle of incidence on B.

To find the surface area of the collector, the area removed by 

the plane x = az + b can be subtracted from the area of the cap defined 

by Eqs. (4) and (5). The area of the cap is

Ac = 2ttR2 (1 - cos6) (13)

where

Ac = the area of the cap

R = the radius of the bowl 

0 = the rim of the depression angle.

The area of the semilune removed by the plane x = az + b is 

found by integrating

A s = 2R2 cos"1[h/(R sina)] da (14)
a0

where

Ag = the area of the semilune 

0 = the rim depression angle 

h = b - aR cosa (see Fig. 3f) 

ag = the maximum cut angle (see Fig. 3f)

R = the radius of the bowl 

b = the x intercept of the plane x = az + b
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a = the slope of the plane x = az + b.

Finally, the total surface is given by

S = Ac - A s (15)

where

S = total surface area 

A = area of cap

. Ag = area of semilune.

The parabolic trough has cylindrical symmetry, so the surface 

area is determined by the product of the length of the collector and

the arc length of the parabolic sector. The latter is calculated from

the equation

rw/2 / 2 \%
La (1+ t&)- dx = ir (16f2 + w2)d

-w/2

2f In (16f2 + w 2).2J (16)

where

L& = arc length

w = width of collector (see Fig. 4a) 

f = focal length of collector.

The parabolic trough tracks in one axis only, so there is a 

cosine factor involved in the geometrical area presented to the sun, 

which is given by

cosi = (sin26 + cos26 cos2!)'5 i (17)

where
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V ( a )

COLLECTOR

1

( b )

Fig. 4. Geometry for North-South Tracking Parabolic Trough.
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cosi = the projection factor

6 = solar declination

t = hour angle (degrees from noon).

In addition, there is an end loss factor caused by the finite length of 

the collector and the distance from the collector to the receiver (see 

Fig. 4b). This factor, in terms of a reduced useful length, is given by

&r = &Q - f tani (18)

where

£r = the reduced length of the collector 

= the physical length of the collector 

f = focal length of the collector 

i = angle of incidence of solar rays.

The collector designated "General Atomics-Russell" was modeled

after the specific collector described by Russell and Potthoff (1975).

Certain parameters were varied to check the optimization, but the 

design was close to optimum. Since the collector was made of strips 

of mirror surface, the surface area is given by

S = nw£ (19)

where

S = the surface area 

n = the number of mirror strips 

w = the wpdth of each strip 

I = the length of the strips.

Several shadowing effects had to be taken into account to cal

culate the effective geometrical area of the collector (Fig. 5a). Since
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CASE I CASE I I CASE I I I

SHADOWED

WASTED

SUN ZENITH

SHADOW

(a)

REFERENCE CYLINDERSLAT k

-p +  8

HORIZONTAL

SLAT j

ZENITH

PERPENDICULAR
SLAT

(c)

Fig. 5. Geometry of General Atomics-Russell Collector,
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the first two types of shadowing are symmetrical, they are considered 

as special cases of one another. From Fig. 5b we see that

h = w tan(-p + 0.756) - 0.5 w tan(0.25 A0)

- w tan(-p + 0.750) (20)

where

h = the perpendicular distance from slat j to slat k 

w = the width of one slat 

p = the tilt of the collector

0 = the angle from the perpendicular slat to the slat

in question

A0 = the change in angle between adjacent slats.

From this we can calculate the wasted portion of the slat:

d = h cot(<#> - p + 0.250) (21)

where

d = the wasted portion of the width 

h = the perpendicular distance from slat j to slat k 

<f> = the altitude of the sun

0 = the angle from the perpendicular slat to the slat

in question 

p = the collector "tilt."

(The perpendicular slat is the one that is perpendicular to the diam

eter of the circle that passes through its center.) The effective

area of the collector is the sum
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b
A = I (w - d . (22)

j=a d

where

A = the effective collector area 

a = the lower bound of the sum 

b = the upper bound of the sum 

w = the width of a slat 

d = the wasted width of a slat 

H = the length of the slats.

For a given collector geometry, the lower and upper bounds on the sum 

are determined by the position of the sun. The geometry is specified 

by '

. p - 5tt/12 < 0 < p + ir/4 (23)

where

p = the collector tilt

0 = the angle from the perpendicular slat to the slat 

in question.

The upper and lower bounds are then determined by one of the 

following inequalities:

<j) < it/4:

tt/4 < <j> < 7tt/12:

7ir/12 < <j> < 11 it/12:

) =  
max P + 2cj) -  tt/ 4

) . =  mm P - 5 tt/ 1 2

i =
max P + tt/ 4

> . =  
mm P - 5 7 T / 1 2

> =  
max P + 7t/ 4

i . =  m m P + 2(|) -  1 9 7 7 / 1 2

(24)

(25)

(26)
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<f> > 1117/12: total shadow (27)

where

<f) = the altitude of the sun (measured from south)

0 = the angle above which slats are shadowedmax
0 . = the angle below which slats are shadowedm m  .

p = the collector tilt.

The insolation model is also somewhat complex. The solar 

altitude is given by

<J> = sin-1(cosZ cost + cos6 sin2t) (28)

where

<j> = the solar altitude 

Z = the solar zenith distance 

t = the solar hour angle 

6 = the solar declination.

The cosine of the solar angle of incidence on each slat is 

then calculated from the equation

where

cosi = sin(X-0') sin6 + cos(X-0’) cos6 cost (29)

i = the solar angle of incidence

X = site latitude

0' = p + 0/4

p = the collector tilt

0 = the slat tilt

6 = the solar declination

t = the solar hour angle.
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Finally, the end effects must be taken into account. In terms of an 

effective collector length, the model looks like

A = A - 2R tani0 (30)

where

= the effective collector length 

A = the physical collector length 

R = the radius of the collector's defining circle 

(see Fig. 5c)

io = the solar angle of incidence on a north-south tracking 

parabolic trough at the same site at the same time.

The fixed mirror collector, being an approximation to the 

various collectors that do not track, was no more than a series of 

approximations. It was assumed that all rays incident on the surface 

were reflected to the absorber, although the collector did not track. 

Since the form of the collector was unknown, the surface area was 

assumed to be the same as that for a parabolic trough. The receiver 

was assumed to be removed from the collector surface, so end effects 

would be present. This was again modeled as a parabolic trough. How

ever, since the collector was nontracking, a different geometrical 

projection factor was necessary. This is given by

cosi = sin(A-9) sin6 + cos(A-6) cos6 cost (31)

-where

cosi = geometrical projection factor 

A = site latitude
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0 = collector tilt (Fig. 6) 

6 = solar declination 

t = solar hour angle.

Z E N I T H

Fig. 6. Geometry of Semi-fixed Mirror Collectors.
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CHAPTER 4

DETAILS OF THE COMPARISON

Each of the collector models was incorporated into a computer 

program to facilitate calculations for various configurations and 

operating conditions. The standard insolation model described above 

was used to calculate the irradiance on the projected collector area. 

This projected area is the equivalent collector area presented normal 

to the sun at a specified time. These calculations were done for 

latitude 35°. The energy collected was calculated as the sum of the 

product of irradiance and projected area at the specified times. The 

efficiency of mirror utilization is then defined as the energy collected 

per unit of mirror surface area. An attempt was made to optimize the 

various collectors for maximum efficiency of mirror utilization, and 

the resultant designs were compared on a seasonal basis, with and with

out low angle shading.
To facilitate computations, several simplifying assumptions were

made. The net effect of these assumptions was that only geometrical 

losses were considered. Neither angle of incidence effects nor losses 

due to multiple reflections were taken into account; it was assumed that 

all of the collected light went to the receiver. Local effects such as 

weather were also beyond the scope of the investigation.

24



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

Tables 1 and 2 summarize relevant data,for each collector.

Table 1 shows collector performance for a theoretical sea horizon, arid 

Table 2 gives similar results assumirig that the collector will be shaded 

any time the sun is less than 20° above the horizon. Actual perfor

mance for a collector should lie between the two. The columns labeled 

"Summer," "Equinox," and "Winter" show the relative amounts of insola

tion collected on 21 June, 23 September, and 22 December, respectively. 

The column headed "Utilization" reports the efficiency of mirror utili

zation. None of these numbers has absolute physical meaning, but they 

are consistent, and so are useful for intercomparison.

The seasonal balance for the fully tracking paraboloid is 

approximately what one might expect. It shows strong summer peaking and 

a correspondingly strong dropoff in the winter collection. This dropoff 

is more pronounced in the case including low sun angle shading. As for 

the mirror utilization efficiency, there is a 12% decrease when the 

shading is considered. ,

The UABC modules can be made in various forms to adjust the 

seasonal performance to any reasonable curve, short of winter peaking, 

with a loss in mirror utilization as the peak is shifted away from the 

summer solstice. The first example shown in the table collects a 

large amount of energy with a system tilt of 30°, the second high

25



Table 1. Collector Performance for a Theoretical Sea Horizon.
FIXED SPHERICAL BOWL

TILT (DBG) RIM ANGLE SLOPE INTERCEPT SUMMER EQUINOX WINTER TOTAL AREA UTILISATION
30.080 90.000 • .000 4.000 * 159.158 147.340 92.965 54 6.804 100.531 5.439
30.000 60.000 .000 2.000 100.982 94.973 6 5.608 356.536 41.440 8.604
3 5.000 90.000 .880 4 .000 151.488 147.904 97.608 544.904 100.531 5.420
35.000 60.000 .000 2.000 96.115 93.842 67.59 2 351.391 41.440 8.480 -Xr

FULLY TRACKING PARABOLOID
FOCAL LENGTH DIAMETER SUMMER EQUINOX WINTER TOTAL AREA UTILISATION

12.000 6.000 134.051 106.630 69.298 416.609 28.376 14.682
6.000 6.000 134.051 106.630 69.298 .416.609 28.710 14.511
4.020 6.000 134.051 106.630 69.298 416.609 29.236 14.250 *
3.000 6.000 134.051 106.630 69.298 416.609 29.974 13.899

PARABOLIC TROUGH COLLECTOR
WIDTH LENGTH FOCUS SUMMER EQUINOX WINTER TOTAL SURFACE UTILISATIONl.UMT 1000.000 1.000 4039.236 3232.883 2395.931 12900.930 1113.710 ,11.584 %

GENERAL ATOMICS--RUSSEL COLLECTORWIDTH LENGTH TILT SUMMER EQUINOX WINTER TOTAL SURFACE UTILIZATION1.100 1000.000 .000 3758.692 2382.450 630.124 9153.711 1133.548 8.075
1.100 1000.000 15.000 3417.659 2806.869 970.244 10001.640 1133.548 8.823
1.100 1000.000 30.000 2752.171 2998.642 1362.118 10111.570 1133.548 8.920 *1.100 1000.000 45.000 2045.544 2679.021 1744.632 9148.211 1133.548 8.070

FIXED MIRROR COLLECTOR
WIDTH LENGTH TILT SUMMER EQUINOX WINTER TOTAL SURFACE UTILISATION
1.100 1000.000 .000 3899.654 2648.160 1133.696 10329.660 1113.710 9.275

■ 1.100 1808.880 15.000 3818.792 • 3037.879 1639.151 11533.700 1113.710 10.356
1.100 1008.000 30.000 3477.686 3220.572 2032.900 11951.730 1113.710 10.731 *
1.100 1000.000 4 5.000 2899.581 3183.789 2288.110 11555.270 1113.710 10.375

*Configurations shown in Table 3.
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Table 2„ Collector Performance with Shading from 0° to 20° above the Horizon.
FIXED SPHERICAL BOWL

TILT (DBG) RIM ANGLE SLOPE INTERCEPT SUMMER EQUINOX WINTER TOTAL AREA UTILIZATION
30.000 90.000 .000 4 .000 158.549 143.118 74.703 519.488 100.531 5.167
30.000 60.000 .000 2.000 100.59 5 92.252 52.301 337.400 41.440 8.142
35.000 90.000 .000 4.000 151.488 143.665 78.118 516.936 100.531 5.142
35.000 60.000 .000 2.000 96.115 91.152 53.697 332.117 41.440 8.014

FULLY TRACKING PARABOLOID
FOCAL LENGTH DIAMETER SUMMER EQUINOX WINTER TOTAL AREA UTILIZATION

12.000 6.000 123.909 97.418 50.583 369.328 28.376 13.015
6.000 6 .000 123.909 97.418 50.583 369.328 28.710 12.864
4.020 6.000 123.909 97.418 50.583 369.328 '29.236 12.632 ■*
3.000 6.000 123.909 97.418 50.583 369.328 29.974 12.322

PARABOLIC TROUGH COLLECTOR
WIDTH LENGTH FOCUS SUMMER EQUINOX WINTER TOTAL SURFACE UTILIZATION
1.100 1000.000 1.000 3882.031 3140.497 1879.597 12042.610 1113.710 ,10.813 X-ji -RUSSEL COLLECTOR
WIDTH LENGTH TILT SUMMER EQUINOX WINTER TOTAL SURFACE UTILIZATION
1.100 1000.000 .000 3695.778 2303.003 482.174 8783.953 1133.548 7.749
1.100 1000.000 15.000 ■ 3369.742 2729.730 741.333 9570.531 1133.548 8.443
1.100 1000.000 30.000 2729.871 2930.535 1030.979 • 9621.914 1133.548 8.488
1.100 1000.000 45.000 2039.997 2623.271 1 3 3 0 . 2 5 8 8 6 1 6 . 7 9 3 1 1 33 . 5 4 8 7.602

FIXED MIRROR COLLECTOR
WIDTH LENGTH TILT SUMMER EQUINOX WINTER TOTAL ‘ SURFACE UTILIZATION
1.100 1000.000 .000 3811.910 2572.483 9 50.681 9907.551 1113.710 8.896
1.100 1000.000 15.000 3767.590 , 2951.065 1337.802 11007.520 1113.710 9.884
1.100 1000.000 30.000 3466.515 3128.537 1633.755 113 57.340 1113.710 10.198 X
1.100 1000.000 45.000 2929.203 3092.805 1818.369 10933.180 1113.710 9.817

^Configurations shown in Table 3.
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utilization with modest summer peaking, the third high total energy, and 

the fourth negligible rise from equinox to summer solstice. The inclu

sion of low angle shading changes the curves little except to further 

depress the winter solstice energy collection.

Parabolic trough collectors can be expected to yield an annual 

variation in energy collected similar to that for the fully tracking 

paraboloid except that the troughs do not show as large a decrease in 

energy collected in the winter. They are also slightly less affected 

by low sun angle shading than -are the paraboloids. The only drawback 

is that there is less energy collected per unit mirror area.

The General Atomics-Russell collector in the form tested at 

Sandia was the only collector studied with a peak in collection at the 

equinox. Unfortunately, it also had the worst winter performance of 

any of the collectors. Even with a variation in parameters, it appears 

that this collector will tend toward a peaked curve rather than flat 

seasonal performance.

The fixed mirror collector analyzed in this study gave seasonal 

performance similar to that of the parabolic trough except that there 

was less change in insolation collected between equinox and summer 

solstice. Another difference is a lower efficiency of mirror utiliza

tion. Because this collector is not significantly worse in performance 

than the others, and does not need to track, it may be a reasonable 

compromise configuration.

Table 3 is included for quick comparison of the various collec

tors. The columns headed "Summer," "Equinox," and "Winter" contain the



' Table 3. Seasonal Performance Normalized to Summer and Efficiency 
Normalized to the Fully Tracking Paraboloid.

Sea Horizon Low Sun-angle Shading
Summer Equinox Winter Summer Equinox Winter

FTP 1.00 0.80 0.52 1.00 0.79 0.41

UABC 1.00 0.98 0.70 1.00 0.95 0.56

PTC 1.00 0.80 0.59 1.00 . 0.81 0.48

GA-R 1.00 1.09 0.49 1.00 1,07 0.34

FMC 1.00 0.92 0.58 1.00 0.90 0.47

K>ID
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relative amounts of insolation collected at the solstices and equinox, 

normalized to summer. The numbers used came from the starred examples 

in Tables 1 and 2.

In conclusion, each collector has its own performance charac

teristics, as shown in Fig. 7, which must be taken into account in any 

application. The high mirror utilization of the fully tracking parabo

loid makes it attractive if mirrors are expensive and drives are less so. 

The flat seasonal performance of the fixed spherical bowl is useful 

for applications where there is a constant demand for thermal energy.

All of the collectors studied are sufficiently close that each may 

find a niche in the field of solar energy application, depending on 

the weight ascribed to different performance criteria by the persons 

making the decision. It remains unanswered if any of the fixed mirror 

designs has a sufficiently lower cost than a tracking paraboloid to 

make up for lower performance.
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Fig. 7. Comparative Performance for Several Fixed Mirror Collectors 
and for a Fully Tracking Paraboloid.

FTP = fully tracking paraboloid 
PTC = parabolic trough collector 
FMC = fixed mirror collector 
GAR = General Atomics-Russell 
UABC = fixed spherical bowl



APPENDIX A

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Variables Used in the Paraboloid Program 

L = site latitude (A)

D = diameter of paraboloid (d)

FL = focal length of paraboloid (f)

AREA = surface area of paraboloid (A)

TOTEN = total energy collected 

DEC = solar declination (6)

T = hour angle of sun (degrees from noon) (t)

CSZ = cosine of the sun’s zenith angle [cos(Z)]

EN(IDEC) = accumulation of energy collected on a given day 

EFF = efficiency of mirror utilization

The remainder are dummy variables. (See Tables A-l and A-2.)

32



Table A-l. Paraboloid Program

33

C AREA EFFICIENCY OF A FULLY TRACKING PARABOLOID
C DATA

PARAMETER PI-3 .1415926,L= . 6M9 ,PA=4 ,D”6DIMENSION FR( PA),BN( 3),SBC 3)DATA FR/2,1,.67,.5/
DATA SB/1,2,1/

C PROGRAM BODYVvRITEC 12 ,997)V7RITE( 12,998)DO 900 IF-l.PA FN-FR(IF)
FL=D*FN
AREA-PI/( 3*FL)*( D**2/4+4*FL**2 ) **1. 5-8*PI*FL*#t2/3 TOTEN-0DO 800 IDEC-1,3 ID2“IDEC-2 DEC-ID2*.409158 ENERGY-0 DO 700 IT-1,8 IT2-IT-1 •T-IT2*PI/12
CS2 = SIN( L)*SIN( DEC)+COS( L)*COS(DEC)*COS( T)IF( CS2.LE.0) GOTO 700 
SEX=( .3 57/CS2)**.678
EMERGY=ENBRGY+(PT*D**2/4)*1.353*EXP( -SEX)700 CONTINUEEN( IDEC)-ENERGY . TOTEN=TOTEN+ENERGY*SB( IDEC)

800 CONTINUE
EFF-TOTEN/AREA
V7RITE( 12 ,999) FL,D, EN( 3) , EN( 2) ,EN( 1) , TOTEN, AREA, EFF 900 CONTINUE /997 FORMATCIX,25HFULLY TRACKING PARABOLOID)

998 FORMAT( 4X,12HFOCAL LENGTH,3X,8HDIAMETER,
1 4X,6HSUMMER,5X,7HEQUINOX,6X,6HWINTER,6X,5HTOTAL,7X,
2 4HAREA,5X,11HUTILI2ATION)999 FORMATCIX,8F12.3)

END



Table A-2. Output from Paraboloid Program.

FULLY TRACKING PARABOLOID FOCAL LENGTH DIAMETER SUMMER EQUINOX WINTER TOTAL AREA UTILIZATION
12.000 6.000 134.051 106.630 69.298 416.609 28.376 14.682
6.000 6.000 134.051 106.630 69.298 416.609 28.710 14.5114.020 6.000 134.051 106.630 69.298 416.609 29.236 14.2503.000 6.000 134.051 106.630 69.298 416.609 29.974 13.899



Variables Used in Fixed Spherical Bowl Program

R = radius of bowl (R)

L = site latitude (X)

, PH = tilt angle (<f>)

TH = rim depression angle (0)

A = slope of plane (a)

B =■x intercept of plane x = az + b (b)

TOTEN = total collected insolation ,

DEC = solar declination (6)

T = solar hour angle (t)

CSZ = cosine of zenith angle (cosZ)

CSI1 = cosine of angle of incidence on ..a(cosi^)

F = (f) (see Fig. 3d)

AREAA = area of segment A (area A)

CSI2 = cosine of angle of incidence on area B(cosig) 

RB = radius of segment B(rg)

G = (g) (see Fig. 3d)

AREAB = area of segment B (area B)

AREA = total geometrical collector area 

EN(IDEC) = energy collected on a specified date 

AREAC = area of semilune (Ag)

AC = maximum depth of cut (R sinao)

DAPH = (3) (see Fig. 3g)

DATH = increment in a

DAC = incremental area of semilune
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TAREA = surface area of collector

EFF = mirror utilization of collector.

The remainder are dummy variables. (See Tables A-3 and A-4.)

Table A-3. Fixed Spherical Bowl Program

C COMPARING VARIOUS SHAPES FOR UABC
C DATA

PARAMETER PI”3.1415926,R=4,M=25,L-0.6109 DIMENSION PHR( 2 ) ,THRX 2 ) ,AR( 2 ) ,BR( 5 ) ,EN( 3 ) ,SB( 3 >DATA PBR/3U,35/
DATA THR/90,60/DATA AR/.7.0/
DATA BR/4,3,2,1,0/DATA SB/1,2,1/C PROGRAM BODY
V7EITE( 12 ,997)DO 800' IPH-1,2 PH-PHR( IPH)*PI/180 
WRITE (12,220)DO 700 ITH=1,2 TH=THP.( ITH)"':P1/180 
DO 600 IA=1,2 A=-AR(IA)
DO 500 IB-1,5 B-BRC IB)TOTEN-0DO 400 IDEC-1,3IDEC2-IDEC-2DEC-IDEC2*0.409158BNERGY-0DO 300 IT-1,8IT2-IT-1T=IT2*PI/12
CSZ-( SIN( L) *SIN( DEC) ■f-COS( L) #COS( DEC)*CbS( T) )I.?( CS2.LE.0) GOTO 300 

C PARAMETERS•CONCERNING ELLIPSE ARCT=R*COS( TH)
RST = R*SIN( TH)IF( RCT.LT..01) RCT-0.
CSI1=S1N( L-PH)*SIN( DEC)+COSC L-PH)#COS( DEC)*COS(T)IF(CSI1.LE.0.) GOTO 300 F=B-A*RCTIF( ABS( F).GT.RST) F-RST
AREAA=CSI1*(RST**2*(PI-ACOS( F/RST))+F*SORT(RST**2-F**2))C PARAI4ETERS CONCERNING ELLIPSE B
IF(ABS( B-A*RCT).GB.RST) GOTO 20 Ii'( A. EQ .0) 2E-PI/2 
IF( A .NE.0) 2B=ATAN(-1/A)
CSI2-SIN( L-( PH+2E))*SIN(DEC)+COS(L-( PH+2E))*COS(DBC)*COS( T) IF(CSI2.LB.0.) GOTO 20



Table A-3. Continued.
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R3*SQRT( R**2-B**2/( A**2 + l))G=B*COS( 2E)+RCT/SIN(2E),IF(G.GE.RB) GOTO 20 RTEG=RB**2-G**2AREAB=CSI2*( RB**2*ACOS(G/RB)-G*SQRT( RTRG))
GOTO 40 

20 AREAS=0
C PARAMETERS CONCERNING THE WHOLE BOWL40 AREA-AREAA+AREABSEX-( 0.357/CSZ)**0.678

ENERGY“ENERGY+AREA*1.353*EXP( -SEX)
EN( IDEC)-ENERGY 300 CONTINUETOTEH“TOTEN+ENERGY*SB<IDEC)400 CONTINUEAREAC=0IB( ABS( B-A^RCT).GE.RST) GOTO 602C”ABS( ( -A*B-SORT((A*R)**2+R**2-B**2))/(A**2 + 1))CATH=TH-ACOS( 2C/R)IF(CATH.LE..01) GOTO 60 ,
DATH=CATH/M 1DO 900 IAREA“1,M
ATH-TH-( IAREA-0.5)*DATH
A!4ESS = ( -A*R*COS( ATH) +B)/( R*SIN( ATH) )IF( ABS( AMESS) .GE.l) AMESS”SIGN( AMESS , 1. )DAPH=ACOS( AMESS)
DAC=2*R*SIN(ATH)*DAPH*R*DATH AREAC =AREAC+DAC 900 CONTINUEX TYPE "AREAC“ ",AREAC

60 TAREA=2*PI*R**2*( l-COS( TH))-AREACEFF“TOTEN/TAREA
WRITE( 12,230)PHR( IPH),THR( ITH),A,B,BN( 3),EN( 2),EN( 1),TOTEN,

C TAREA,EFF500 CONTINUE
600 CONTINUE700 CONTINUE800 CONTINUE
997 FORMAT( IX,20HFIXED SPHERICAL BOWL)220 • FORMAT(5X,10HTILT ( DEG),3X,9HRIM ANGLE,4X,5HSLOPB,5X,

C 9HINTERCEPT, 5X, 6HSUI-5MER, 5X, 7HEQUINOX, 6X, 6HWINTER, 6X, 5HTOTAL, 7X, C 4HAREA,5X,11HUTILI2ATION)
230 FORMATCIX,10F12.3)END



Table A-4. Output of Fixed Spherical Bowl Program

FIXED SPHERICAL BOWL
TILT (DBG) RIM ANGLE SLOPE INTERCEPT SUMMER EQUINOX WINTER TOTAL AREA UTILIZATION30.000 90.000 -. 700 4.000 159.158 147.340 92.965 54 6.804 100.531 5.439 .

30.000 90.000 -.700 3 . 000 151.380 146.829 96.933 541.971 95.849 5.654
30.000 90.000 -.700 2.000 136.825 142.525 100.099 521.973 88.409 5.90430.000 90.000 -.700 1.000 118.216 133.948 100.235 486.346 79.615 6.109
30.000 90.000 -.700 .000 96.979 121.200 9 6.624 436.002 69.793 6.247
30.000 90.000 .000 4.000 159.158 147.340 92.965 546.804 100.531 5.439
30.000 90.000 .000 3.000 147.675 139.531 98.800 525.537 87.955 5.975
30.000 90.000 .000 2.000 128.042 123.371 96.291 471.076 75.382 6.249
30.000 90.000 .000 1.000 104.64 3 102.919 87.999 398.479 62.815 6.344
30.000 90;000 .000 .000 79.579 .80.118 75.151 314.966 50.257 6.267
30.000 60.000 -.700 4.000 119.368 110.505 69.724 410.102 • 50.265 8.159
30.000 60.000 -.700 3.000 119.368 110.505 69.724 410.102 50.265 8.159
30.000 60.000 -.700 2.000 119.226 110.441 69.726 409.833 50.214 8.162
30.000 60.000 -.700 1.000 109.878 105.565 69.073 390.081 46.950 8.30830.000 60.000 -.700 .000 94.311 95.927 66.053 352.217 41.630 8.46130.000 60.000 .000 4.000 119.368 110.505 69.724 410.102 50.265 8.15930.000 60.000 .000 3.000 115.927 107.712 69.461 400.811 48.345 8.29130.000 60.000 .000 2.000 100.982 94.973 65.608 356.536 41.440 8.60430.000 60.000 .000 1.000 81.313 77.530 57.521 293.893 33.454 8.78530.000 60.000 .000 .000 59.6 84 57.774 46.071 ■ 221.303 25.131 8.806TILT (DBG) RIM ANGLE SLOPE INTERCEPT SUMMER EQUINOX WINTER TOTAL AREA UTILIZATION35.000 90.000 -.700 4.000 151.488 147.904 9 7.608 544.904 100.531 5.42035.000 90.000 -.700 3.000 142.953 146.262 100.799 536.276 95.849 5.59535.000 90.000 -.700 2.000 127.549 140.395 102.786 511.124 88.409 5.78135.000 90.000 -.700 1.000 108.374 130.325 101.667 470.691 79 .615 5.91235.000 90.000 -.700 .000 86.991 116.363 96.869 416.585 69.793 5.96935.000 90.000 .000 4.000 151.488 147.904 97.608 544.904 100.531 5.42035.000 90.000 .000 3.000 . 140.559 137.234 •101.288 516.315 87.955 5.8703 5.000 90.000 .000 2.000 121.872 118.990 96.907 456.760 75.382 6.05935.000 90.000 .000 1.000 99.601 97.246 87.152 381.245 62.815 6.06935.000 90.000 .000 .000 75.744 73.955 73.312 296.965 50.257 5.90935.000 60.000 -.700 4.000 113.616 110.928 73.206 408.678 50.265 8.13035.000 60.000 -.700 3.000 113.616 110.928 73.206 408.678 50.265 8.13035.000 60.000 -.700 2.000 113.469 110.851 73.199 408.370 50.214 8.13 335.000 60.000 -.700 1.000 103.933 105.3 20 71.962 386.534 46.950 8.23335.000 60.000 -.700 .000 88.308 94.840 68.096 346.083 41.630 8.31335.000 60.000 .000 4.000 113.616 110.928 73.206 408.678 50.265 8.13035.000 60.000 .000 3.000 110.340 107.729 72.589 398.388 48.345 8.24135.000 60.000 .000 2.000 96.115 93.842 67.592 351.391 41.440 8.48035.000 60.000 .000 1.000 77.394 75.564 58.438 286.960 33.454 8.57835.000 60.000 .000 .000 56.808 55.465 46.186 213.923 25.131 8.512

W00



Variables Used in Parabolic Trough Program 

L = site latitude 

N = width of collector 

L0 = length of collector 
F = focal length of collector 

S = surface area of collector 

TOTEN = total energy collected 

DEC = solar declination 

T = hour angle of sun 

CSZ = cosine of the sun's zenith angle 

SI = sine of the angle of incidence 

LR = reduced length 

AC = geometrical area of collector

EN(IDEC) = energy accumulated at a given'date (solar position) 

EPF = efficiency of mirror utilization.

The remainder are dummy variables. (See Tables A-5 and A-6.)



Table A-5. Parabolic Trough Program.
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C AREA EFFICIENCY OF A PARABOLIC TROUGH
C DATA

PARAMETER PI-3.1415926, L-.61H9, W-l.l, L0-3, F=1 DIMENSION BN( 3),SB( 3)
DATA SB/1,2,1/

C PROGRAM BODYV7RITE( 12 ,997)V7RITB( 12 ,998)
S-L0*(W*SORT( 16*F**2+W**2)/( 8*F)+F*ALOG( 1+W*( W+'1 SORT(16*F**2+W**2))/(8*F**2)))TOTEN-0
DO 800 IDEC-1,3 DEC=(IDEC-2)*.409158 ENERGY-0 
DO 700 IT-1,8 
T-(IT-1)*PI/12
CS2-SIN( L)*SIN(DEC)+COS( L)*COS(DEC)*COS( T)IF(CS2.LE.0) GOTO 700 SEX=( .357/CS2)**.678
SI-SORT(l-(SIN(DEC)**2+COS(DEC)**2*COS(T)**2))LR-L0-F*SI/SORT(1-SI**2)
AC-LR*W*SQRT( SINK DEC)* * 2 +( COS(DEC)*COS(T))**2)IF(AC.LT.0) AC-0 
ENERGY-ENERGY+AC*1.353*EXP(-SEX)

700 CONTINUEEN( IDEC)-ENERGY TOTEN-TOTEN+ENERGY*SB( IDEC)800 CONTINUEEFF-TOTEN/S
WRITEC 12,999) W,L0,F,EN< 3),EN(2),ENC1),TOTEN,S,EFF

997 FORMAKIX,26HPARABOLIC TROUGH COLLECTOR)998 FORMATC 7X, 5HV/IDTH, 6X, 6HLENGTH,7X, 5HFOCUS ,
1 6X,6HSUMMER,5X,7HEQUINOX,6X,6HWINTER,7X,5HTOTAL,2 5X,7HSURFACB,5X,11HUTILIZATION)999 FORMATCIX,9F12.3)END

Table A-6. Output of Parabolic Trough Program.

PARABOLIC TROUGH COLLECTORWIDTH LENGTH FOCUS SUMMER EQUINOX WINTER TOTAL SURFACE UTILIZATION.
1.100 3.000 1.000 7 . 9 4 4 5 . 9 8 9 5 . 3 3 7 2 5 . 2 5 8 3 . 3 4 1  7 . 5 6 0



Variables Used in General Atomics-Russell Program

L = site latitude (A)

W = width of slats (w)

L = length of collector (£)

R = radius of collector's defining circle (R)

RH = collector tilt angle (p)

S = surface area of collector 

DEC = solar declination (6)

TOTEN = total energy amassed by collector 

T = solar hour angle (t)

CSZ = cosine of the solar zenith angle [cos(z)]

THN = ce^)

™ x = ( W
PH = solar altitude (<{>)

TD = 0 for each slat (0)

H = perpendicular distance from one slat to the next (h)

D = the wasted width of a slat (d)

CSI1 - cosine of the solar angle of incidence for each slat (cosi) 

LR = the effective length of the collector (£r)

AC = the effective collector area

EN(IDEC) = the daily insolation 

EFF = the mirror utilization factor.

The remainder are dummy variables. (See Tables A-7 and A-8.)
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Table A-7. General Atomics-Russell Program;

C AREA EFFICIENCY OF THE GENERAL ATOMICS-RVSSEL COLLECTOR
C DATAPARAMETER PI-3.14159, L-.61H9, W-.012, LH-3, R-.625 DIMENSION EN( 3),TD( 96),SB< 3)DATA TD/-44.272,-42.962,-41.667,-40.384,-39.114,-37.856,-36.609,

1 -3 5.37 3,-34.147,-32.930,-31.7 33,-30.523,-29.331,-2 8.14 7,-26.970,2 -25.800,-24.636,-23.478,-22.326,-21.179,-20.037,-18.999,-17.776,
3 -16.63 7,-15.511,-14.389,-13.2 70,-12.154,-11.041, -9.930, -8.821,
4 -7.715, -6.609, -5.506, -4.403, -3.301, -2.201, -1.100, -0.000,5 1.100, 2.201, 3.301, 4.403, 5.506, 6.609, 7.715, 8.821, 9.930,6 11.041,12.154,13.2 70,14.3 89,15.511,16.63 7,17.7 7 6,18.889,20.03 7,
7 21.17 9,22.326,23.478,24.636,25.800,26.970,28.147,29.331,30.523,8 31. 7'22, 32. 9 30, 34.14 7, 3 5. 3 7 3, 3 6. 609 , 3 7. 856, 3 9.114,40. 384,41. 6'67,9 42.962,44.272,45.59 7,4 6.938,48.2 9 5,49.671,51.066,53.920,55.381,
1 56.868,58.332,59.926,61.502,63.113,64.762,66.453,68.190,69.979,2 71.824,73.734,75.716/

DATA SB/1,2,1/
C PROGRAM BODYWRITEC12,997)WRITB( 12 ,998)

DO 900 IRH-1,4 
RH=( IRH-1)*PI/12 S=3.514*L0/3.1 TOTEN“0DO 800 IDEC-1,3 DEC=(IDEC-2)*.409158 ENERGY-0 
DO 700 IT-1,8 T=(IT-1)#PI/12CS2=SIN( L)ftSIN( DEC)+COS( L)*COS( DEC)*COS( T)
IF(CS2.LE.0) GOTO 700 V71-0THN-RH-PI*5/12THX-RH+PI/4PH=ASIN(CS2*COS( T)+COS( DEC)*SIN(T) **2)IF(PH.GE.PI*11/12) GOTO 610IF( PH.GT.PI*7/12) THN=2*PH+RH-PI*19/12
IF( PH.LT.PI/4) THX-2*PH+RH-PI/4DO 600 IM=1,96TH-TD( IM)*PI/180+RH-PI/6
IF( TH.LT.THN) GOTO 600IF(TH.GT.THX) GOTO 600H-W*TAN(ADS(-RH+.75*TH))PHI-PH+RH-TH/4 
IF( PHI.EQ.PI/2) GOTO 10 IF( PHI.GE.PI) GOTO 600 IF(PHI.LT.0) GOTO 600 D=ABS( H/TAN( PHI))
IF(D.GT.W) GOTO 600 
GOTO 20 

10 D-020 THI-ABS(-RH+TH/4)CSI1-SIN(L-THI)*SIN(DEC)+COS(L-THI>*COS( DEC)*C05(T)
IF( CSI1.LB.0) GOTO 600 
W1=W1+(W-D)*CSI1 

600 CONTINUESI“SQRT( l-( SIN( DEC) *’*2+COS( DEC)**2*COS( T) **2)) 
LR=L0-2*R*SI/SORT(1-SI**2)
IF( LR.LT.0) LR-0
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Table A-7. Continued

610 AC"=LR*W1
SEX=(.357/CSZ)**.678 EnERGY-ENERGY+AC*l.353*EXP( -SEX)700 CONTINUE

. EN( IDEC)"ENERGY
TOTEN=TOTEN+ENERGYttSB( IDEC)

800 CONTINUEWIDTH"1.1 RHD = RH*1M/PI EFE-TOTEN/S
WRITE( 12 ,999) WIDTH,L0,RHD,EN( 3),BN( 2),EN( 1),TOTEN,S,BFF

900 CONTINUE997 FORMAT( IX,3 2HGENBRAL ATOMICS-RUSSEL COLLECTOR)
998 FORMATC 8X,5HWIDTH,6X,6HLENGTH,7X,4HTILT,

1 7X,6HSUMMER,5X,7HEQUINOX,6X,6HWINTER,7X,5HTOTAL,2 5X,7HSURFACE,5X,11HUTILIZATION)
999 FORMATCIX,9F12.3)

END



Table A-8. Output of General Atomics-Russell Program.‘inm 11111 t



Variables Used in Fixed Mirror Program

L = site latitude 

W = collector width 

L0 = collector length 
S = collector surface area 

TH = collector tilt 

F = collector focal length 

TOTEN = total energy collected 

DEC = solar declination 

T = solar angle

CSZ = cosine of the solar zenith angle

SI = sine of the angle of incidence of Solar rays

LR = reduced length

AC = collector projected geometrical area 

EN(IDEC) = energy collected on a given date 

EFF = efficiency of mirror utilization 

(See Tables A-9 and A-10.)



Table A-9. Fixed Mirror Program.
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C AREA EFFICIENCY OF A FIXED MIRROR COLLECTOR
C DATA

PARAMETER PI-3.1415926, L-.6109, W-l.l, L0-3, F=1 DIMENSION THR(4),BN( 3),SB( 3)
DATA THR/0,15,30,45/
DATA SB/1,2,1/

C PROGRAM BODY
WRITE(12,997)
WRITB(12,998)
S=L0*(W*SORT(16*F**2+W**2)/(8*F)+F*ALOG(1+W*(W+1 SORT(l&*F**2+W**2))/(8*F**2)))
DO 900 ITH-1,4 TH=THR(ITH)*PI/180
TOTEM-0DO 800 IDEC-1,3 DEC-( IDBC-2)*.409158 ENERGY-0 
DO 700 IT-1,8 T-(IT-1)*PI/12
CSZ-SI1K L)*SIN(DEC)+COS(L)*COS(DEC)*COS( T)
IF(CSZ.LE.0) GOTO 700
SI-SQRTCl-( SIN(DEC)**2+CQS(DEC)**2*COS(T)**2)) . LR=L0-F*SI/SQRT(1-SI**2)IF( LR.LT.0) LR-0Wl-W*( SIN( L-TH)*SIN( DEC)+COS( L-TH)*COS( DEC)*COS( T))AC-LR*V71 ■
SEX“( .357/CS3)** . 6 78 ENERGY-ENERGY+AC*1.353*EXP(-SEX)

700 CONTINUEEN(IDEC)-ENERGY TOTEH=TOTEH+ENERGY*SB( IDEC)
800 CONTINUEEFF-TOTEN/S

V7RITE( 12 ,999) W,L0,TER( ITH) ,EN( 3) ,BN( 2) ,EN( 1) ,TOTEN,S,EFF 
900 CONTINUE997 FORMAK IX,22HFIXED MIRROR COLLECTOR)
998 FORMAK 8X,5HWIDTH,6X,6HLENGTH,7X,4HTILT,1 6X,6HSUMMER,5X,7HEOUINOX,6X,6HWINTER,7X,5HTOTAL,2 5X,7HSURFACE,5X,11HUTILI2ATION)999 FORMAK1X,9F12.3)

END



Table A-10. Output of Fixed Mirror Program.
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APPENDIX B

COMPARISON OF UABC AND CROSBYTON

A further word on the fixed spherical bowl concept might be in 

order. The Crosbyton collector is a demonstration model being built by 

E-Systems, Inc., in Crosbyton, Texas. It is a large (compared to UABC) 

diameter portion of a hemisphere. Although the rim is coplanar at all 

points, it was felt by all concerned parties that an investigation of 

the possibility of cropping the south end of the bowl would probably 

result in a more even seasonal distribution of the energy collected, 

and possibly a higher efficiency of mirror utilization. In addition to 

pursuing this aspect, the UABC investigation was slanted toward the use 

of smaller modules that could be economically tilted to higher angles 

than the larger Crosbyton.

The results of cropping are displayed in Fig. B-l. The varia

tions, A and B, are bowls with tilts equal to that of the Crosbyton 

module, but with the south end cropped. The parameters defining the 

cropping for the two variations are: for A, a = -0.25, b = r/4; for B, 

a = 0, b = r/2, where a is the slope of the plane defining the cropping, 

and b is the intercept. The improvement in the seasonal performance 

can be seen from the figure, and along with this, there is a corre

sponding increase in efficiency of mirror utilization of about 8%.

This means that it is possible to get 8% more insolation to the receiver 

for a given amount of money spent on mirrors by using variation A or B 

rather than the Crosbyton design.
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The effect of tilting the mirror on seasonal variation of 

insolation collected is shown in Fig. B-2. The plots represent the 

effect of taking a specific module, the UABC, and tilting it at various 

angles. Interestingly enough, even though it might seem that each 

different tilt should have a different module, optimized in cropping, 

the UABC module is optimized for tilts equal to the design latitude 

±15°. The comparison thus is quite close to what would result from 

optimizing at each tilt.

Finally, in Fig. B-3'there is a comparison of the Crosbyton and 

UABC modules. The latter has been optimized for balanced seasonal 

performance and efficiency, and is an improvement over the former in 

both aspects. In the design of a system, however, there may be other 

factors that will dictate a different bowl design, so it is impossible 

to predict which design is best.
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